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Wisconsin’s community-based health plans would like to thank Governor Tony Evers for his
continued support of the Wisconsin Healthcare Stability Plan. The Wisconsin Association of
Health Plans supported the bipartisan legislation that established WIHSP and continues to view
the program as a valuable tool for lending stability to the individual market.
The Wisconsin Association of Health Plans is the voice of 12 Wisconsin community-based
health plans that provide coverage to employers, government programs, and individuals across
the state. Association members comprise seven of the 13 health plans that provide individual
market coverage through the federal Exchange in 2020. Many Association members have served
customers through the Exchange since it first opened for business in 2014.
In each of its first two years of operation, WIHSP has contributed to year-over-year reductions in
average premiums. A stable insurance market with affordable, high-quality options is even more
important during the COVID-19 pandemic, as changing incomes and unemployment will likely
cause more people to rely on the individual market for coverage.1
The exact impact COVID-19 will have on utilization and costs is evolving. The direct health care
costs associated with the pandemic itself are highly dependent on the infection rate,
hospitalization rate, and testing prevalence.2,3,4,5 The pandemic’s ripple effects—which are
numerous and likely to continue into 2021—are equally hard to anticipate at this time.6 Amid
this uncertainty, the Wisconsin Healthcare Stability Plan provides an important backstop.
Wisconsin’s community-based health plans recognize and appreciate the critical role WIHSP
will play both in 2020 and 2021. The Wisconsin Association of Health Plans encourages state
policymakers to continue Wisconsin’s commitment to the program and build upon WIHSP’s
documented success. Wisconsin’s community-based health plans welcome the opportunity to
work with OCI and the Evers Administration to continue maximizing WIHSP’s premium
impact—whether by reinvesting unspent funding, allocating additional resources, or both.
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